Spread the Word to Your Catholic Friends!
A Powerful New Book on the Combat Christians Cannot Keep Avoiding

Synagogue Rising
A Catholic Worldview of Anti-Christian Judaism and Counterrevolutionary Resistance

"SYNAGOGUE RISING is not just another important treatise on the greatest peril of our time, it is equally a powerful inspiration. It's not just another exposé on Talmudic fanaticism, but a compelling summoning of all good men to organize against it. Here is a tremendous work of Christian scholarship, Magisterial apologetics and counterrevolutionary militancy by an accomplished writer, a passionate Catholic and a fearless defender of Church and country. I would be less than a good shepherd if I neglected to encourage my flock to read, study and disseminate this very excellent, very timely book.

—A priest of the Roman, Latin Tridentine rite

The Master Plan of the Elders of Zion . . . Difficult to Believe, But Fatal to Ignore!

Here's a sampling of what you will find in this daring and thoroughly documented book: Our fight is not with the common, but the conspiratorial, Jew • The conspiracy is no theory • Judaism behind the modern apostasy • Church and country occupied by the same enemy seeking the ruin of both • Christians cannot keep avoiding this combat • The Talmud as ultimate hate literature • Zionism thrives on “anti-Semitism” • Israel's fingerprints all over the 9/11 crime scene • Israeli lobby dictates U.S. policy • Trillions for Israel, more body bags and debt for Americans • Jewish architects of the American police state • Stamping out liberty in the name of “Homeland Security” • Judaic-Masonic Cryptocracy secretly rules America • Why some Jews identify themselves as "People of the Serpent" • The Vatican II sellout to Judaism • Authenticity of the Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion • Communism a Jewish creation • The 19th-century plot to precipitate three world wars • Preemptive wars of aggression forbidden by the Church’s “Just War Doctrine” • Zionist rape of the Holy Land • Overwhelming proof of the myth of the six million • The Holocaust cover for the war on Christ the King • World War III and the countdown to Armageddon • Judaism’s New World Order • The Serpent’s last great attack against the City of God before he is crushed beneath the Virgin’s heel • Much more . . .

The motive behind SYNAGOGUE RISING by Hugh Akins is not merely to point out the peril, but to help put out the fire.

The right and duty to resist • The question of obedience to authority and resistance to tyranny • Revolution and counterrevolution belong to theology • Catholic action as the Church’s own declaration of war, call to arms, battle plan and mobilization • Forging a strong resistance • Doctrinal formation, spiritual fortifications of the soldier of Christ • Know your enemy • Strategic battlefronts • Demolishing enemy strongholds • Mary, our Omnipotent Protectress • The politics of Christ the King • His victory foreseen; More . . .

ORDER YOUR COPY OF “SYNAGOGUE RISING”

$39.95 + $5.99 P&H in U.S. • Canada add $24.95 P&H. • International add $34.95 P&H.
Credit Card or PayPal at: CatholicActionResourceCenter.com and www.SynagogueRising.com
Check or money order to: CTC Books, Dept. TBR, P.O. Box 678047, Orlando, FL 32867